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This theoretical work reports a parametric study of enhanced transmission through annular aperture
array (AAA) structure arranged in a triangular lattice. The effect of the incidence angle in addition to the
inner and outer radii values on the evolution of the transmission spectra is carried out. To this end, a 3D
Finite-Difference Time-Domain code based on the Split Field Method (SFM) is used to calculate the
spectral response of the structure for any angle of incidence. In order to work through an orthogonal unit
cell which presents the advantage to reduce time and space of computation, special periodic boundary
conditions are implemented. This study provides a new modeling of AAA structures useful for producing
tunable ultra-compact devices.
& 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Annular aperture arrays (AAA) are photonic crystals (PCs) that
have known an increasing interest owing of their extraordinary
optical transmission which can be exploited in a variety of ultracompact optical devices. Very high transmission (up to 90%)
through metallic coaxial apertures has been achieved via the
excitation of the fundamental transverse electric mode (TE11)
inside the apertures [1]. In addition, it has been theoretically
demonstrated that this kind of cavity allows the excitation of the
cutoff-free TEM (transverse electromagnetic) guided mode. The
generation of this mode is obtained by illuminating the structure
under oblique incidence and by considering a TM polarization [2].
In this ﬁeld of nano-optics, most of works deal with these PCs in
rectangular lattices in order to enhance the transmission of the
TEM mode [3–5]. This peculiar structure presents, as other PCs,
a frequency bandgap in which the electromagnetic wave propagation is forbidden. This interesting property offers the possibility to
control the light propagation and allows as well to consider many
applications [6–8]. Let us mention that the bandgap width of these
nanostructures strongly depends on the polarization and especially on the symmetry of the crystal. In contrast to the rectangular
lattice, the triangular lattice is of great interest since it presents for
some geometrical parameters, a total bandgap for both TE and TM
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polarizations [9]. In this context, it seems interesting to study the
position of the TEM transmission peak through aperture arrays
arranged in a triangular lattice according to their geometrical
parameters and to the illumination direction.
Among the widely used methods, the Finite-Difference TimeDomain (FDTD) seems more appropriate to calculate the transmission spectra of these triangular-lattice PCs. However, in its classical
formulation, the FDTD method is hampered by the implementation of boundary conditions. To overcome this problem, various
methods have been proposed especially for the bandgap calculation. These include the non-orthogonal and the orthogonal methods using a rhombic unit cell [10,11] and a rectangular super cell
[12] respectively. These methods have the drawback of being CPUtime and memory consumers. In addition, the ﬁrst one (nonorthogonal) is not easy to implement and suffers from the latetime instability [13].
We report in this paper an adaptation of the SFM-FDTD
method, previously developed for the rectangular lattice [14–16],
in the general case of a 2D-periodic PC (ﬁnite in the third
direction) arranged in a triangular lattice and illuminated at
oblique incidence. Since the unit cell of triangular lattice is not
rectangular, it is difﬁcult to apply Yee0 s algorithm in its classical
orthogonal formulation. So the implementation is achieved by
choosing a rectangular unit cell and correctly adapting the
periodic boundary conditions in order to avoid a folded version
of the band diagram. This new approach has already been applied
only for the 2D photonic bandgap calculations [9,17] and presents
the advantage of being easy to implement with a considerable gain
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in computational time and space. In complementary to those
studies [9,17], our aim is to extend this approach for general 3D
calculations of transmission (and/or reﬂection) spectra at oblique
incidence. After validation of our code, we have carried out an
original parametric study dealing with annular aperture arrays
(AAA) engraved into metallic layer.
So, this paper is organized as follows: the second section recalls
the developments of the computational SFM-FDTD method
employed in this study, including the modiﬁcation and implementation of the special periodic conditions in case of triangular
lattice. The third section gives performance tests of the resulting
program and discusses about the enhanced optical transmission
obtained through AAA arranged in a triangular lattice. More
precisely, the inﬂuence of inner and outer radii on the resonance
position and efﬁciency of the transmitted signal is studied. Finally,
section four concludes this work and gives perspectives inspired
from our results.

2. Theoretical development
SFM-FDTD code working in oblique incidence has already been
implemented for the modeling of photonic crystals that are
biperiodic structures (in x and y direction) and ﬁnished according
to z direction. The algorithm takes into account the dispersion of
noble metals described by the Drude, Drude–Lorentz [14,18] and
Critical points model [16] according to the optical range and the
nature of the considered noble metal. The originality of this code
lies in the fact of being able to work in oblique incidence while
keeping the frequency wide-band character of the method. Among
the photonic crystals, the most studies include the rectangular and
triangular lattices (Fig. 1) on which we will focus in this paper.
!
For a plane wave propagation along the k vector deﬁned in the
ðxyzÞ coordinates system by incident and azimuthal angles θ and ϕ
respectively (Fig. 2), the electric and magnetic ﬁelds can be
expressed as

!
!
H ðx ¼ 0; y; tÞ ¼ H ðx ¼ a; y; tÞe  ikx a

ð5Þ

!
!
H ðx; y ¼ 0; tÞ ¼ H ðx; y ¼ b; tÞe  iky b

ð6Þ

where a and b are the lattice constants.
Because of the emergence of the frequency term, the implementation of such conditions is not compatible with the purely temporal
character of the traditional FDTD method. To rectify this situation, we
!
!
have resorted to a change of variables in passing from E and H
!
!
ﬁelds toward the new variables P and Q expressed as
! !  iðkx x þ ky yÞ
P ¼ E e
ð7Þ
! !  iðkx x þ ky yÞ
Q ¼H e

ð8Þ

These new variables shall verify the periodic boundary condi!
!
tions in a way similar to components of E and H for a normal
incidence:
!
!
P ðx ¼ a; y; z; tÞ ¼ P ðx ¼ 0; y; z; tÞ
ð9Þ
!
!
P ðx; y ¼ b; z; tÞ ¼ P ðx; y ¼ 0; z; tÞ

ð10Þ

!
!
Q ðx ¼ 0; y; z; tÞ ¼ Q ðx ¼ a; y; z; tÞ

ð11Þ

!
!
Q ðx; y ¼ 0; z; tÞ ¼ Q ðx; y ¼ b; z; tÞ

ð12Þ

The direct implementation of these new variables in the
Maxwell equations is not adapted to the classical Yee scheme.
!
!
Therefore, new intermediate variables P a and Q a are then
introduced by applying the Split Field Method (SFM) [19] and
!
!
related to the global variables P and Q . The open medium in the
kinc

z
y
x

! ! iðkx x þ ky y þ kz zÞ
E ¼ E0e

ð1Þ

! ! iðkx x þ ky y þ kz zÞ
H ¼ H0 e

ð2Þ

Re
Ri

where kx ¼ ω=v  sin θ  cos ϕ, ky ¼ ω=v  sin θ  sin ϕ, kz ¼ ω=v 
cos θ and v is the light speed in the incident medium.
In the case of a 2D-periodic rectangular lattice (Fig. 1a), the
boundary conditions, according to x and y directions, are given by
the Floquet–Bloch periodic conditions as follows:
!
!
E ðx ¼ a; y; tÞ ¼ E ðx ¼ 0; y; tÞeikx a

ð3Þ

!
!
E ðx; y ¼ b; tÞ ¼ E ðx; y ¼ 0; tÞeiky b

ð4Þ

p

h
p

Silver
Fig. 2. Schematic of AAA structure arranged in a triangular lattice. Ri is the inner
radius, Re is the outer one, p is the grating period, θ is the angle of incidence and ϕ is
the azimuthal angle.
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a2
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Fig. 1. (a) 2D rectangular lattice with unit vectors a 1 ¼ a i and a 2 ¼ b j . (b) 2D triangular lattice with unit vectors a 1 ¼ a i and a 2 ¼ ða=2Þ i þ ða 3=2Þ j . The most used
FDTD calculation windows are also represented.
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third direction is described by absorbing boundary conditions that
are Berenger Perfectly Matched Layers (PML) [20,21]. The equations in the PML media are also adapted for the oblique case. They
! !
are expressed in the P  Q domain and implemented using the
SFM method. Relations and details are given in [14].
For the triangular lattice, the choice of the calculation window
can be done in different ways. The ﬁrst is to take a non-orthogonal
unit cell (Fig. 1b) and implement the periodic boundary conditions
in a Non-orthogonal-FDTD algorithm [10,11] where orthogonal
FDTD is not suitable. With remaining in the orthogonal FDTD,
a second choice would be to take a rectangular calculation
pﬃﬃﬃ window
containing two patterns and lattice constants a and a 3 in Ox and
Oy directions respectively (Fig. 1b). The Floquet-Bloch periodic
conditions are applied in a similar manner to the case of the
rectangular calculation window with a single pattern previously
detailed.
In this paper, we have chosen to halve this rectangular window
in a rectangular unit cell in order to use minimum computational
time and space while remaining with the orthogonal FDTD
algorithm (Fig. 3a). However, periodic boundary conditions must
be adapted in order to describe exactly a periodic triangular lattice.
This is done as follows (Fig. 3b):

 along the x direction:
!
!
E ðx ¼ a; y; z; tÞ ¼ E ðx ¼ 0; y; z; tÞeikx a

ð13Þ

!
!
H ðx ¼ 0; y; z; tÞ ¼ H ðx ¼ a; y; z; tÞe  ikx a

ð14Þ
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3D case of normal incidence (kx ¼ ky ¼ 0) for the calculations of
transmission and reﬂection spectra. In the general case, for 3D
structures illuminated at oblique incidence, we have made the
same change of variables as for rectangular lattice by introducing
!
!
the P and Q variables. Thus, these new variables satisfy the
following periodic boundary conditions:
along the x direction:
!
!
P ðx ¼ a; y; z; tÞ ¼ P ðx ¼ 0; y; z; tÞ
ð19Þ
!
!
Q ðx ¼ 0; y; z; tÞ ¼ Q ðx ¼ a; y; z; tÞ

ð20Þ

 along the y direction for 0 r x r a=2:

!
pﬃﬃﬃ

!
!
a 3
a
; z; t ¼ P x þ ; y ¼ 0; z; t
P x; y ¼
2
2

!
pﬃﬃﬃ
 !
!
a
a 3
Q x þ ; y ¼ 0; z; t ¼ Q x; y ¼
; z; t
2
2

ð21Þ

ð22Þ

 along the y direction for a=2 r x r a:

!
pﬃﬃﬃ

!
!
a 3
a
; z; t ¼ P x  ; y ¼ 0; z; t
P x; y ¼
2
2

!
pﬃﬃﬃ
 !
!
a
a 3
Q x  ; y ¼ 0; z; t ¼ Q x; y ¼
; z; t
2
2

ð23Þ

ð24Þ

 along the y direction for 0 rx ra=2:

!
pﬃﬃﬃ

pﬃﬃ
!
!
a 3
a
; z; t ¼ E x þ ; y ¼ 0; z; t eiðky a 3=2  kx a=2Þ
E x; y ¼
2
2

!
pﬃﬃﬃ
 !
pﬃﬃ
!
a
a 3
; z; t e  iðky a 3=2  kx a=2Þ
H x þ ; y ¼ 0; z; t ¼ H x; y ¼
2
2

ð15Þ

Let us note that these new periodic conditions are also applied
in the PML region.

ð16Þ

3. Validation and simulation results

 along the y direction for a=2 r x r a:

!
pﬃﬃﬃ

pﬃﬃ
!
!
a 3
a
; z; t ¼ E x  ; y ¼ 0; z; t eiðky a 3=2 þ kx a=2Þ
E x; y ¼
2
2

!
pﬃﬃﬃ
 !
pﬃﬃ
!
a
a 3
; z; t e  iðky a 3=2 þ kx a=2Þ
H x  ; y ¼ 0; z; t ¼ H x; y ¼
2
2

ð17Þ

ð18Þ

The above conditions are applied as they are in the case of
dispersion diagram calculations [9,17] (kx and ky ﬁxed) and in the

Y

a 3 2

a 2

a

X

Fig. 3. (a) Rectangular window calculation in the classical FDTD algorithm containing two patterns reduced to (b) small rectangular unit cell with adapted boundary
conditions.

In this section, numerical results are presented in order to, ﬁrst,
validate our modiﬁed SFM-FDTD code and, second, to study the
AAA structure. This last part deals with the properties of the TEM
mode function of the AAA radii and the angle incidence values.
The considered structure is made of silver ﬁlm perforated with
nanocoaxial apertures arranged in a triangular lattice (Fig. 2).
The dispersion of the silver is described by the Drude model
ɛðωÞ ¼ 1  ω2p =ðω2 þ iωγ Þ with ωp ¼ 1:38  1016 rad=s and γ ¼
3:07  1013 rad=s determined by ﬁtting the experimental data of
[22] in the visible domain.
The validation test is carried out by comparing the transmission
spectra of the same AAA structure when considering two different
calculation windows for both TE and TM polarizations at oblique
incidence. The ﬁrst calculation is done with the classical SFMFDTD code, devoted to the rectangular lattice and successfully
confronted with other methods in previous papers [14,15,18], in
the case of a rectangular calculation window containing two
patterns. The second one uses the modiﬁed SFM-FDTD code that
takes into account the new periodic boundary conditions for a
calculation window with only one pattern. As shown in Fig. 4, the
two calculations (Fig. 4a for TE polarization and Fig. 4b for TM
polarization) lead exactly to the same transmission spectra but
with a 50% reduced memory space and then with a time gain of
more than 60%. As previously demonstrated, an enhanced optical
transmission (double peak between λ ¼ 500 nm and λ ¼ 700 nm)
is obtained by the excitation of the TE11 guided mode [1,3,4,23]
which almost corresponds to the spectral position of the transmission peak. In addition, in the case of oblique incidence with
TM polarization (Fig. 4b), the TEM mode, which has no cutoff
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Fig. 4. Zero-order transmission coefﬁcients versus the wavelength for the triangular AAA structure with Ri ¼ 50 nm, Re ¼ 100 nm, p ¼ 300 nm and h ¼ 240 nm under oblique
incidence (θ ¼35°). Comparison between the classical SFM-FDTD code and the modiﬁed one in case of (a) TE and (b) TM polarizations.
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Fig. 5. Zero-order transmission spectra through the triangular AAA structure with
p ¼ 300 nm and h ¼ 240 nm in case of oblique incidence. The outer radius is varied
with Ri ¼ 40 nm and θ ¼551.

wavelength, is excited and allows enhanced transmission at
wavelength larger than the TE11 mode one.
The ﬂexibility of this optimized code naturally allows us to
achieve a parametric study on the position and the amplitude of
the TEM-based transmission peak. Indeed, in addition to the
dispersion of the metal, the position of this peak as well as its
intensity strongly depend on the geometrical parameters. The TEM
mode wavelength is given by the following relationship [5]:

λTEM ¼

2π neff h
lπ  ϕr

ð25Þ

where neff is the real part of the effective index of the TEM mode, ϕr
is the phase change induced by the reﬂection on the two ends of
the coaxial waveguide, h is the metal ﬁlm thickness and l is a nonzero positive integer. If it is obvious that an increase in the metal
thickness induces a redshift for the TEM peak, the inﬂuence of inner
and outer radii is not explicitly studied. In fact, the phase ϕr
depends on the radii of the apertures because it involves evanescent
waves that are diffracted by the end of the structure. In addition,
and contrarily to the case of a perfect conductor, the effective index
neff of the TEM plasmonic guided mode (case of real dispersive
metals) depends on the radii values and on the metal dispersion.
Fig. 5 illustrates these properties and shows that the TEM peak
spectral position varies according to the outer radius for ﬁxed
values of the inner one and of the metal thickness. The observed
redshift can be then understood, through the relation (25), by an

increasing of the phase change ϕr and/or the effective index neff. Let
us note that the TEM redshift is accompanied by a decrease in the
transmission efﬁciency. This latter is attributed to the spatial
extension properties of the TEM mode that penetrates more
importantly into the metal part of the structure. In order to enhance
the TEM-based transmission, we consider in the following the tilted
AAA structure illuminating at normal incidence. This conﬁguration
was recently proposed and studied in the range of GHz frequency
[24]. In fact, the obtained results in [5] showed an improved
transmission compared to the conventional structure illuminated
at oblique incidence.
The effect of the inner radius is studied within this new structure
as shown in Fig. 6a. The behavior of the TEM position is identical to
that observed previously (redshift when decreasing the inter
conductors distance) but with a better transmission efﬁciency.
In order to decouple the effects of the real part of the effective
index from the one of the phase change, mentioned above, we
calculate the dispersion curve of the TEM mode for different values
of Ri (see Fig. 6b) at a ﬁxed value of Re ¼ 130 nm. For each couple
(Re ; Ri ), an almost linear evolution of the frequency ω versus kz is
obtained leading to a quite constant value of the effective index real
part which is given by the relation kz c=ω. Nevertheless, the value of
neff increases with the inner radius (neff ¼ 1:39; 1:51 and 1:88 for
Ri ¼ 70 nm, 90 nm and 110 nm respectively). Furthermore, the
values of the phase change ϕr can be deduced from Fig. 6a (λTEM Þ
and Fig. 6b (neff) by using Eq. (25). This leads to the values
ϕr ¼ 53:961, 61.421 and 69.581 respectively.
A complete quantitative study on the inﬂuence of the radii
values is presented in Fig. 7 by calculating the transmission spectra
of a tilted AAA structure and extracting, for each couple (Ri ; Re ), the
position (Fig. 7a) and the transmission efﬁciency (Fig. 7b) of the
TEM-based peak. More the inner conductors distance is low (i.e. Re
(Ri) approaches Ri (Re)), more the TEM pick is shifted to the larger
wavelengths. Similarly, the transmission coefﬁcient decreases
when the ﬁll rate of annular holes decreases (i.e. Re and Ri lowers).
As can be seen in Fig. 7a, the redshift does not follow the same
trend when the decrease of the inter conductors distance is
obtained by ﬁxing Ri and reducing Re or by ﬁxing Re and increasing
Ri. Indeed, this redshift is more pronounced for the last case and
this behavior can also be explained by the competition of the
effects induced by neff and ϕr according to Eq. (25). To illustrate
this purpose, we plot in Fig. 8, the variation of these two quantities
versus Ri(Re) with Re (Ri) ﬁxed. According to Fig. 8a, we conﬁrm
that when Ri increases, ϕr and neff increase together. Both effects
add up and contribute to the redshift. In contrast, when Re
decreases for Ri ﬁxed (see Fig. 8b), the two effects are opposite.
In this last case (for the AAA structure made in silver), the effect of
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Fig. 6. (a) Zero-order transmission spectra through tilted triangular AAA structure of 251 with p ¼ 400 nm and h ¼ 220 nm in case of normal incidence. (b) Dispersion curves
for the same structure. The inner radius is varied with Re ¼ 130 nm.
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incidence. (a) The inner radius is varied with Re ¼ 150 nm. (b) The outer radius is varied with Ri ¼ 70 nm.

neff outweighs ϕr and explains the weak evolution of the peak
position. Thus, for microwave0 s applications, when the metal can
be considered perfect (neff remains equal to 1), the TEM mode
would be only shifted to the blue region of the spectrum when
reducing Re for ﬁxed Ri.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we have developed an SFM-FDTD code, working
in oblique incidence, with adapted periodic boundary conditions

for calculation of transmission and reﬂection spectra in case of
triangular lattices that are ﬁnite according to the third direction.
To model the free space in this last direction, PML of Berenger are
adapted. The choice of a reduced rectangular unit cell enables us to
work in orthogonal FDTD and leads us to minimize the computational space and time. Validation tests are presented in order to
demonstrate the accuracy of this algorithm. This code is then
applied to the parametric study of the TEM mode for AAA structure
made in silver. The effect of the outer and inner radii is studied in
order to follow the evolution of the associated wavelength and
transmission efﬁciency. It shows a strong dependence of the peak
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position with the distance separating the two metallic interfaces of
the coaxial waveguide. This dependence of the TEM peak position
versus the radii could be exploited to tune the enhanced transmission in this kind of structures.
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